
8DISCUSSION IN :NEW YORK.

DISCUSSION.
THE CHAIRMAN (MIr. Steinmetz):-We have listened to a very

interesting paper, and I believe Mr. Reid deserves our thanks very
fully for the masterly manner in which he has dealt with this
very difficult problemn; the most difficult problem, I believe, in
the design of direct current constant potential machinery, which
electricians have had to meet in the developmnent of the last ten
or fifteen years. The discussion is now in order and I call on
Mr. Dunn to open it.
MR. GANO S. I)UNN:--I agree with the Chairman as regards

the imiportance of this paper. It was in reference to this feature
of dynamo design that Lord Kelvin observed that if as much time
had been put upon direct, as has been put upon alternating cur-
rent apparatus, the direct current would have been as far ahead
to-day. In the comnments I shall make on MIr. Reid's paper, I
only desire to bring out fuirther information so that the subject
may be advanced at the end of our discussion.

Mr. Reid states: "'I he atmount of current which will flow from
"the brush direct to segmnent 2 depends on the difference of po-
"tential between the brush and segment 2, and on the resistance
"of the contact area of segment 2." Later he states that the re-
sistance of the brush is negligible. I think that he is in error,-
First, that the resistance of the conltact area of the brush is what
controls the distribution of current from one segment to the other,
and second, that the resistance of the brush is negligible. My work
has been to show that the latter is a large and controlling factor
in the problem and affects commutation more than does the con-
tact resistance of the brush with the coinmutator. In proof of
this, I will cite the fact that a carbon brush which will stop the
sparking on a 25 H. P. motor wound for 110 volts, will not stop
the sparking for the same motor when wound for 50O volts.
But a graphite brush or carbon bruish of very muieh higher
resistance will stop it. In the same connection, where a
copper brush will not stop sparking on a 110-volt dynamo, a
copper gauze bruslh will-I believe because of the higlher resist-
ance of the gauze and not because of the diminished contact area
resulting in a higher contact resistance. I believe that the re-
sistance of the brushes is as much a function of the design of
dynamos as the resistance of the armnature windinig, and that the
resistance of the brushes should increase for a machine of given size
and output with the square of the voltage for which it is wound.
I have been able to prove this law partially. It is impossible to get
carbon of all grades of resistance, but graphite may be obtained
of any resistance above a certain point to 200 ohms to the inch
of length, and I have had made, brushes of varying resistance and
found that the low resistance brushes will commutate for low vol-
tages and the higher resistance brushes will commutate for higher
voltages, and so on, and while I have not been able to prove the
law as one of squares, yet it seenms to go up in about that pro-
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ortion. I would also call attention in this connection to the
irt brushes which are effective in stopping sparking. They

depend on the higher resistance of the leaves of the brush near
the outside, to compel the reversal of the coil when the segment
is near the brush tips. Now if it was contact resistance, the con-
tact resistance of the external leaves would not differ sufficiently
from that of the internal leaves to account for the reversal, and
Mr. Wirt finds that by changiing the specific resistance of the
external leaves of his bruslh he completely alters the commuta-
ting conditions.
The drop of potential in the brLush itself is negligible as coin-

pared with the circuit voltage, but is not negligible as compared
with the reactance of the coil under commutation.

Further on Mr. Reid states: "The D. P. in the coil 3-2 depends oin
"three factors, the eR drop in the coil, the counter-E. M. F. of self-in-
"duction due to cl-hange in the value of the current and the E. M. F.

FIG. 1.

"due to cutting the lines of force of the field." And "the eR
"drop varies with the current flowing in the coil." And later
he also states that the ce drop is an appreciable part of the re-
actaniee. With slotted arinatures, with which I have had mostly
to deal, the c drop may be neglected, for it forms but about ten
pet cent. of the total reactance. This brings up the question of
how we can divide the reactance into its factors of inductive and
ohmnic terms, and for that purpose I devised a method some five
years ago which I published in a lecture before the New York
Electrical Society and which I found to work experimentally very
well. It has served my purposes well until recent date wheni I
have computed the inductances of slots instead of determnining
tlhem empirically. This methiod of determiining the reaction of
an armature I will show on the board. Let A (Fig. 1) be an ar-
mature of which we wish to measure the reactance. Fix it in
bearings away from the influence of any field and be prepared to
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drive it witlh a pulley at its normal speed. Then take its normial
full load current from some external source, and pass it through
the armature. Now attach a voltmeter from B to r' and note the
drop in the voltmeter. This drop will represent the ohmic drop
of the conduietors in the armature, plus the drop due to the contact
resistance. Now spin the armature and note the increase of the
drop across it. There will be an increase, because as the current
enters the armature, it divides down both sides equally and goes
through coils on each side of the brush, which have considerable
self-induction, and as the armature revolves each coil has to be
reversed which its self-indtuction opposes. Therefore the current
passing througlh the armature being opposed, the voltmeter will
rise. Now subtract from the voltage when the armature is run-
ning, the voltage when it is at rest, mnake allowanice for the con-
tact resistance, which mnay be determined, and for resistance of
the brush, and you have directly in volts the reactance of the

Qc

B
FIG. 2.

armature, and you have it in the way that you most desire to know
it. l'his method measures the reactance at the coil's own high
frequency and not at some lower one.
To design dynamos from this empirical method, it is only nec-

essary to take an armatuire whose reactance you have measured,
as a standard of comparison. Measure the length and the depth
and the width of its slot, which indicate the perineance and
inake the dimensions of slots of the new armatuire in proper ratio
to the old. If you want an armature with half reactance make
the slot twice as wide, or half as long, or take out some of the
turns or use half the frequency. With these empirical methods I
have arrived at very accurate and good results. Rtecently this
inductance has been computed, taking into consideration all
the factors, and it is remarkable lhow closely it agrees with the
resuilts measured as above. It comes out a little higher, and this
I believe is due, as Mlr. Steinmetz suggested at the General Meet-
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ing at Greenacre, to the fact that the frequency of reversal in the
armature is so rapid that the self-induction conditions are altered.
The frequency in the coil of a direct current armatur e varies from
about 500 to 1500 a second, which is much higher than ordinary
frequencies. Now either by computation or by this measuireinent
you can figure out, when you are designing a machitne, just how
many volts reactance you will have, and can proportion the resis-
tance and area of your brushes accordingly. I have done this a
great many times and the results have beeIn what were predicted.

Further on Mr. Reid says: " This arc constitutes the injurious
"4 or vicious spark." I would note in this connection that there
is a certain condition of sparking which rapidly develops
the vicious spark, and I think it is due to the fact that
the throwing of this volume of current coming down the brush
(B Fig. 3) over into the toe, greatly reduces the resistance of the
toe on account of the property of carbon, of reducing its resist-
ance when hot, and this resistance once reduced, the brush is de-

A B

FIG. 3.

prived of its ability to reverse the coil in a still greater ineasure
thani before.

I have found considerable difference in the inductance between
rings and drums. Why, I have not yet been able to prove, but I
presume it is because a ring exposes considerably more area than
a drum, and has in addition internal surfaces. If, in Fig. 2, B is a
ring armature, and c is the coil, the path of the lines is across the
slot, and also up through the air. But there are also paths as
shown inside the ring; whereas in a drum armature as A, where
the coil is wound straight across, the path can be only from one-
half of the peripheral surface to the other.

With regard to terms, Mr. Sfeinmetz in some of his earlier
works on this problem has used the terms "natural commuta-
tion" anld "forced comnmutation." By natural comin-utation he-
meant such commutation as I have shown, where the brushes did
the reversing, and by forced commutation he meant commutation
which is done magnetically by the pole-tip. I think those terms
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are not as appropriate as they should be, and propose the terms
"resistance commutation" for the one in which the brush does the
work, and "imagnetic commutation" for the one in whiel the
pole does the work.
Towards the end of the paper, Mr. Iteid states: "These consid-

"erations indicate two ways by which sparkless commutation may
"be assured; fitst, by increasing the brush contact resistance,
"and second by decreasing the impedance of the coil under cotn-
"mutation." If we could increase the brush contact resistance
indefinitely we should have a solution of all our troubles. It
would only be necessary to build very large commutators, and put
much clay or foreign matter into graphite to get it of very high
resistance to commutate a 20,000-volt dynamo if you please. But
when a brush gets up to such an exceedingly high resistance,
the resistance is comiparable to the resistance of the hot air at
the edge of the brush where the spark occurs. At s, Fig. 3,
the resistance of the hot air may be lower than the re-
sistance of the brush, and when you have reached this point
it does not pay to increase the resistance of the brush. By
decreasing the impedance of the coil under commutation we
have the only solution that leads us to hope for perfect
commutation. Mlr. Reid states that the limitation of this
conditioin is merely one of economical design lowering the
inductance below a certain point, and increasing the cost of the
machine. That is very true. But not only does it increase
the cost of the machine but it decreases its efficiency and decreases
at the very point at which we wish a very lhigh efficienicy-
namely, at light loads; and the machine that is sparkless from a
low reactance in its coil, has to have in addition to lhaving its slots
of proper design, a large flux, and a large flux while not antagon-
istic to econony at full load, is very antagonistic to efficiency at
light loads. Mr. Reid states that the linitation of the first con-
dition is that of the rise of temperature of the commutator. Com-
mutators in the future will be designed with a certain number of
watts per square inch of radiating surface, the same as armatures
anid field magnets have been designed in the past.

There is an important point, however, that ought to be brought
up in this connection. A great many engineers specify a current
density in carbon brushes of 30 amperes per square inch. This
ruile is good as far as the conducting capacity of the brush is con-
cerned; but from a scientific point of view is of no use whatever
as affecting commutation. Fig. 3 shows a corminutator. and its
brush A under conditions of no self-induction, and B with self-
induction present. If you think to design for 30 amperes per
square inieh density, and have a high reactance in the armature
coil, what is going to happen ? What MIr. Reid calls the " centre
of commutation" will move fromii the middle of the brush over
into the toe towards s, and the higher reactance the further into
that toe the centre of commutation will move, resulting in having
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almost all of vour current goinlg down throuigh a small region
near the toe, anid practically none goingr through the rest. You
think you have 30 amperes per square inch when you may have
200. It is easy to have a lesser actual density than this in a
brush of 60 amperes per square inch apparent density by due at-
tention to the inductance, and it is at this latter point specificationis
should aim, anid not at the density for simple conduction. The
conductioni density is not one to go by, altlhough it is very greatly
used and insisted upon. The way to iigure the watts pei square
inch a commutator will lhave to emit, i8 to take the reactive volts
as measured in tlhe imethod I have suggested, or as computed-
and mnultiply by the current, and then after adding frictions arnd
ohmic losses put these watts into the surface of the commanutator.
This is definite, and does not depend upon the cross-section of the
brush. I will state that thie reactive volts in a 25-horse-power 230-
volt armature are about two volts, and the ohmic drop in the
same armature about five volts.
With regard to the number of sections that a brush should

cover, I disagree with Mr. IEeid about the effects of covering
more than one segment. I have made the experiment, and find
that betweeni a brush covering say two segments and the same
bruish when you lhave filed away the edge so that it covers only
one segmiient, the inductive volts differ for 100 per cent. increase
of surface only by abouit 15 per cent. This leads to a point which
is not generally known,.of the effect on its sparking of the numiber
of segments in an armature. It is thought that to increase the
number of segmnents greatly dimlinishes the sparking. This is
true oonly as far as relates to the volts per bar. In a 500-volt
machine if you get muclh over 20 or 25 volts per bar between the
brushes you will have ring fire and flashing. That kind of spark-
ing is affeeted by the number of segments. But if you lhave an
armature with 4t) segmnents, and it sparks fronm inductive causes
you will not help it by giving it 80. The reason is that the spark-
ing is a function of the conformation of the slots and arimature
generally, and is not affected by the number of subdivisions.
This comes out in the poinlt about the numiiber of segments the
brush covers. It does seem reasonable that if a brush covers two
segments of a commutator instead of one, that the time allowed
for reversal and the number of linles that will be cut by the coil
under the pole would be twice as mueh, and therefore that the
reversal ought to take place unuch earlier. But that is no more
true than the fact that if you short-circuit a hbundred cells of
gravity battery you will get no more current thani if you shlort-
circuit but one. Why is it that the reactive volts measured as
I have described, do not vary appreciably wlhen you douible
or halve the contact area of the brush? I think it is for the
reason that the contact area of the brush is not a principal factor,
but that the reactance of the armature drivingf the volume of cur-
rent over into the toe, determines how much of the bruish shall be
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used, and therefore it is immaterial whether we have the whole
or a part of the brush bearing on the commutator. The criterion
that I have established for armatures, is the numl)er of volts that
the reactance figures out or measuires for a given circuit voltage.
On 230-volt machines with ordinary carboni brushes, commuta-
tion will take place sufficiently well for heavy duty with a re-
active voltage of two volts. If the machine is to be used for
iintermittent work, and has to lhave its bruslhes in the mniddle, this
voltage may be increased to five volts. For 500-volt machines
where you can use graphite brushes and have them of as high
resistance as you please, the voltage may be increased to double
these values. The design of the dynamo ought to be decided
for reactive voltage of the coils, as it is decided for olhmic resist-
ance of the armature, for electro-motive force and for other
features.
One more point, and that is Mr. Reid speaks of perfect com-

mutation as being obtained by the resistance method. I have
pointed out the limitations of resistance commutation. I think
that if we ever design very Ihighi voltage direct currenit dynamos
we shiall do it by nmeans of mnagnetic commutation. T'he objection
to magnetic coinmutation at present is this: The fringe
at a pole shoe is practically constant, or worse it grows smaller
as the load grows larger. Your commutation electro-motive force
therefore is fixed,while the electro-motive force of self-induction
in your coil varies with the current the coil is carrying.
It is zero at no load and high at full load. What you have to do
is to set the brush for average conditions and have it hold
the commutation back at light loads and help it at heavy loads.
If we hlave a means of magnetic commutation, e. q., a proportion-
ing of the fringe so it varies in strength directly as the load, why
can't we depend on mnagnietic conimutation for all loads and for
very Ihigh voltages? Such for inistance would be a supplemeiltary
mnagnet with a coil around it in series with the current going
through the inotor. As this current increased, the magnet
would strengthen and give more magnetic fringe for magnetic
comnmutation directly in proportion to the need of the coil. I
have been working on a method of this kind to be applicable
to high voltage maehines, and while in the course of every-day
life we are verv busy anid do not lhave a chance to develop all
otur ideas I hope some day to see high voltage generators de-
signled on this principle.
THE CHAIRMAN :-(MAr. Steinmetz). Gentlemen, we can con-

gratulate ourselves on lhaving had Mr. Reid's masterly paper sup-
plemented by the very interesting and valuable discussion of Mr.
Dunn.
There is one point in Mr. Reid's paper towards the end, in the

discussio-n of the desirable width of brushes, which mnay be slightly
modified by taking into view another quantity-the friction of
the brush oni the commutator, which heats the commrnutator just
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as much as the c2IR does. This friction loss varies naturally
with the width of the brush. So taking this into view his cor-
elusion should be slightly modified.

I maiy answer MIr. Dunni regarding his desire that commutators
should be designed by considerinig the watts per square inch, that
for about two years past all the commutators of the comnpany
with which I aiii connected are designed this way, by calculating
the energy lost of the commutator by the friction of the brush
and the c2 R loss of the contact resistance, and figuring thence
the necessary area of the commutator to dissipate this amount of
energy. As pointed out by Mr. Dunn, the use of very low im-
pedance is inefficient, due to the very high flux. giving high light
load loss. In the conmmutator you have a sinmilar feature. The
c2R loss at the brulsh contact varies with the load, but the fric-
tion loss is constait, and thus a light load loss. The lower you
take the current density of the brush, the lower also is the light
load efficiency of the brush. It is hardly appreciated by most
people what an enormnous amount of energy is wasted at the
coTmlmutator of the low voltage imachines In a 50-volt machine
this loss is very frequently five per cent. and more, of the output,
anid obviously the most economical design is very near that, where
the variable loss is equal to the constant loss, or the friction loss,
at the load at which the mnachine is desired to operate imiostly.
This nmeans that the best current density at the brush contact, is
not 30 amperes and not 40 amperes, but depends on the peripheral
speed of the conimutator. For high-speed comulutators, a higher
current density is usually preferable, in low speed comnmutators
a lower currenit density. All this has to be taken into account
now in designing comtiutators of direct current inaehines.

I do not agree with Mr. Dunn that the resistance of the brush
proper is the main factor, but I agree rather with Air. Reid that
it is the contact resistance. It is undoubtedly true that special
brushies can be made with high internal resistance, but with or-
dinary carbon bruslhes the initernal resistance of the brush is neg-
ligible, compared with th-e contact resistance.
The experience of AMr. Dunn and this apparent law of voltage

is very easily explained thus: If we rewind a machine, say for
twice the voltage, we get twice as ma-ny turns on the armature,
or per comiimutator segmnent, of half the cross-section, that is four
times the resistance, and four times the reactance. That ineans
we have to have four tiines the resistance in the brush to get
the same relative proportion of reactance, etc., as commnutation
constants. If a itiachine sparks, for instance, as a 550-volt
machine more than a I10-volt machine, it is due to the fact that,
while the contact resistance is the sarne nuLnerically, it is only
onie-twenty-fifth relatively to the reactanee in the 550-volt mnachine
as in the 110 volt-nachine, and that 1 believe explains the feature.

I agree that resistance commutation is a very desirable name,
and better than natural coImmutation. But I do not agree with
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the word magnetic commmutationi, for the reason that the word
magnetic corrmmutation has a definite mieaning already. It means
the cominutation of the magnetic circuit. There are quite a
number of apparatus in commercial use now-a-days wheie com-
nmutation of the magnetic flux takes place, as magneto-potential
regulators and such apparatus, where primary coils and secondary
coils are stationary with regard to each othler, and merely the
direction of the magnetic flux is changed by moving a part of the
magnetic circuiit. Even the ordinary inductor alternator is
really a kind of magneto-commutation machine. Thus I think
to avoid confusion it is better to find another term expressing this
phenomnon.
MR. I)UNN:-May I comment on your remark about the re-

actance? The reactance of a dynamo at double voltage would
be four times the reactanice of the other if the current were the
same; but the current is only one half; therefore the reactive
volts vary as a direct function of the circuit voltage and not as
the square, and therefore the resistance of the brush requiring to
go up as the square, does not follow the same law as the increase
of the reactive volts.
THE CEAAIRMAN :-Yes, it does; because the resistance volts

decrease with the current. If the reactance volts increase only
proportionately to the voltage, the resistance volts which enter
the same circuit decrease with the current, that is, inversely pro-
portional to the voltage. You either have to compare resistances
and reactances, or resistance volts and reactance volts; in either
case, you get proportionality to the square of tlhe voltage.

This leads to another feature which I forgot in discussing
the reactance volts. This reactance E. M. F. is really not a con-
stant voltage. In your experiment the measured voltage really
does not give you directlv the reactance, because the reactance
E. M. F. is not a steady voltage (luring comnmutation, nor is it an
alterinating voltage, as the term "frequency of commutation"
implies. but it is a very coin plex exponential function. Since the
resistance varies with some kind of linear or even more complex
law, the problem of commutation leads to a differential execution,
which we cannot integrate anv more; that is, I do niot know
whether it can be initegrated; I tried once and did not succeed.
MR. DUNN:-I do not thinik after this that anybody will

attempt to integrate that equation.
THE CHAIRMAN:-Is there any more discussion on this paper?
MR. REID :-I miiay be able to start this discussion again by

speaking of some of the questions brought up by Mr. Dunn's re-
marks. To begin with the first thing, he speaks of the brush
resistance itself being of more importance than the brush contact
resistance, and he says that he has measured this brush resistance
in special cases and found that the brush resistance, itself being
increased, has stopped sparking. The question that occurred to
me was, whether the brush contact resistance was not increased at
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the saine time. I have not tried it and do not know. I have
only used one form of carbon brush, and I have never used the
Wirt brush. In the case of the difference betweeii the copper
brush and the gauze brush, it struck me that the contact resist-
ance of the gauze brush wouild be higher than the strip copper
brush.

Then, in regard to the c R drop of the coil under comnmuta-
tion being negligible as comllpared with the reactance, I have
found that in a good mnany cases, bnt not in all, and I think that
Mr. Dunn's finding it so can be explained by some other points
in his discussion. He says that he gets two volts reactaince
in a 35 horse-power mnotor. In no motor that I have dealt with
have I got over lhalf a volt reactance. So I imagine that he must
get rid of his sparking by soine other means than I have used, as
two volts would clhew my commutator up in very short order.
In all that Mlr. Dunni said, it impressed me that he was still
clinging to the idea that the cause of injury in sparking was this
jumping of the spark across the gap between the receding seg-
ment and the brush; I am not sure that I was right in that, but
that was the impression I got fromn his remarks. Now the main
point that I intended to bring out in this paper was the fact that
the injury was done before the segment left the brush; that the
spark was a mere indication of injury already done; that is, when
the segment leaves the brush, the copper has already been melted;
the current goes through this inieted filrn of copper and volatil-
izes the copper whichl would have been taken away from the,
segment anyway.

In regard to the test for reactance, I agree with MIr. Steinr-metz
in that. We have a variation of contact resistance all the tirne,
and various other quanltities that would make it very difficult to
say just what was measured by that test. I never heard of the
test before, and would Inot be sure that it was not accurate, but
at the first sight it appears to nie to take in too m-any variables
for us to be certain what we have when we get through.

Then, in the latter part of Mr. Dunn's discussion, he seemed to
me to assume imnperfect commutation. He speaks of the limnits
of resistance commutation. I do not see that he mentioned any
such limit, auid I do not see how there could be any as far as
comtimutation was concerned. Of course, the resistance comnmuta-
tioln, whiat I have called perfect commutation, might be very ex-
pensive. That is one liinit. But otherwise, the more perfect
the commutation, the better the machinie.

In regard to magnetic commutation which he recommends, and
which he says might boe donie bv means of an extra pole. So it
might. People have been trying to do it for a long time, but I
haven't found that anybody has succeeded very well as yet. We
have had various shapes of poles and various other devices for
performing, what he calls magnetic commutation. But I have
yet to see anny machine regularly manufactured, with any simple
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form of magnetic commutation. There are one or two, or one at
any rate, the Ryan dynamo, which is very complicated. There
is no other that I know of that has been regularly on the market,.
but if anybody can get it, I think it is a very good method.
Then there is another objectioni to that also, that I mentioned

in my paper, and I thinK really it is the reason that these mag-
netic commutation machines have not been successful. When
speaking in the paper of the machines that spark at any position
of the brushes, I attribute that to the fact that the commutation
was entirely regulated by the inductance or imipedance of the
coil and the reversal E. M. F., and therefore the density in the
brush contact might vary even if the current were reversed, and
if the brnsh density does varv, the energy of comnmutation in-
creases necessarily, and if, therefore, you comimutate by means of
a pole-opposing inductance, you will get a variation of current
which is not the best for low energy at the conitact surface, and
the energy may be concentrated at the point near the edge of the
brush, where it would do most harm.

MIR. DUNN:-With regard to the first point that Mlr. Reid
mrrakes as to the resistance of the bruslh, stating that he did not
know but that my cases had been accompanied by a diminutioni
of the brush contact and therefore a change of the brush contact
resistance, I would say that I have had a machine that sparks
with a copper gauze brush of 30 mesh and I have put upon the
same maehine a brass gauze brush of the same dimnensions and
nmesh and it stopped the sparking. Now I think that leaves very
little chance for change of contact resistance.

MIR. REID-Mlay I interrupt yotu a moment? What I meant
was not change in the area, but change in the resistance due to
clhange in the substance. I did not miiean to say that you had
changed the conitact area of the bruish, but simply that the change
in the suibstance of the brush itself with the same contact area
would change the contact resistance.

MfR. DUNN:-As to that, I do not know. But Prof. Crocker
had somie experiments made a year or so ago upon the contact
resistance between moving inetal surfaces of copper and
various brushes bearing upon it, including carbon and variou&
metals, and as I remermber it, the contact resistance did not vary
very mnuch between the different metals. We can certainly get
the information from that source.
Now with regard to the aspersions iLpon this two volt reac-

tance. I have designed machines that have sparked, but in
this case you are attacking one that does not. The armature-
wound for 500 volts, has even between four and five volts reac-
tive drop, and I have run it at 60 per cent. overload with practi-
cally no sparking, and at 20 per cent. overload with absolutely
no sparking.
With regard to the damage being done by the sparks at the

toe of the brush, I thoroughly agree with Mr. Reid. Ile has
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brought out a very valuable point. Commutators can be cut
very badly and injured so that the machine is useless, witbout a
spark appearing at the brush until after the harmi has been done.

With regard to the contact resistance, I have before mne some
results of a test I made this afternoon, thinking to comnpare the
contact resistance of graphite with the contact resistalnce of carbon
which I kniew about. With carbon, the contact resistance is not
constant, but rises very rapidly at first with the least motion of
the armature. The armature, if stationary, might have a drop
across it of 4.2 volts wheni the slightest miotion by the hand
would bring that up to 4.4 volts, but after that first rise has taken
place suddenly, then it seems to go on evenly. Now this is for
carbon, and gives two-tenths of a volt dnle to change of contact
resistance with speed, ouit of a reactive drop of 2 volts; whieh
shows if we do make all error in estimating the change of con-
tact resistance, it will not affect our result very largely; but the
same cannot be said of the graphite brushes. The graphite brushes
behave in the most extraordinary manner. The volts may go up
a whole volt when You start to turn the armature the smallest
amount. I suppose that is due to the nature of the graphite and
one reason why telephones are so good.
With regard to magnetic commutation, I was only indulging a

little. I know that the m-agnetic commutation has not been suc-
cessful so far, but that does not mean that it cannot be, and I
simply hope to see it successful.
THE CHAIRMAN:-Gentlemen, it seems to me that the ques-

tion whether the contact resistance or the internal resistance of the
brush is larger, is a more relative one, and depends on the kind
of brushes used. With ordinary carbon brushes, I know that
the internal resistance of the brush is entirely negligible coin-
pared with the contact resistances. But with these Wirt brushes
with inisulation between the leaves, the internal resistance of the
brush may be far larger than the contact resistaTce, although I
have never tested them. Now, the effect on the coininutation
must be unidoubtedly very nearly the same whether the resistance
is in the contact or internally. In regard to the question whether
the contact resistance depends on the inaterial or not, I may state
that it does depend. The contact resistanice of the ordinary com-
mnutator brush carbons is many times larger than the contact re-
sistance of copper brushes. Curiously enouglh, the contact resist-
ance of graphite is very similar, but the magnitude of the re-
sistance drops given by Mr. Dunn is entirely different from any-
thing I ever found at the current densities commonly used. The
contact resistance voltage of continuous current machines is found
something like one volt or more, but not tenths of volts. It
varies slightly with the speed, not very much. This resistance
applies to the carbon brush on a commultator running at some
thousand feet a minute, Inot standing still. Standing still, the
resistance is very much less.
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MR. DUNN :-I would like to b)ring out one further point that
may be of interest. It has a bearing on the fact that the resist-
-ance of the brush and not of the contact has to do with the re-
versal of the coil. I do not mean that the contact resistance has
no effect, buit the volumetric resistance does have a large effect.
I have taken sparking which would occur with a brush of the
kind shown at Fig. 4, anid have stopped it by using a brush of
about the same spread on the commutator, but inclined as at B.
That would make, you see, the reversing current voluiie, which is
-thrown over into thle toe of the brush, discriminate between the
toe and the heel of the brush, and lhelp the reversal by having a
longer path of consequently higher resistance at the toe. If it
is true, then the form of brush which hears on the commutator
iri the opposite direction, as in c, Fig. 4, would be less valuable
for stopping sparking than the otlher, but I have never mnade any
measuremnenits or experiments on this.

DR. A. E. KENNELLY:-Oue of the principal points in this
very interesting paper is one that seems to mne to lhave occupied

A B C

FIG. 4.

less attention than it deserves. The theory of sparking considered
in the paper is more tlhan the theory that has generally been ad-
vanced, by reason of the melting process. The theory considered
here is the theory that has generally been advanced plus the effect
of melting the copper and diseharging that inelted copper across
the gap. In other words, Mr. Reid has taken the ground that
the damage is done before the brush leaves; whereas ac-or-ding
to the ordinary theory, the damage is not done until the brush
has left the commutator bar. It seems to me that this can
scarcely be differentiated from the ordinary theory, because when-
ever the conditions are present which will produce a powerful
discharge at the moment of leaving the bar, it seems to me that
you have the conditions wlhich will produce a very powerful cur-
rent and produce this very melting he speaks about. In other
words, you cannot have a powerful current density at the edge
of the commutator segment, such as would melt it, without hav-
ing the conditionis favorable to producinig the very discharge that
the spark ordinarily has been considered to be. The cause of
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sparking, we all agree uipon as being a differelnce of potential
between the edge of the brush and the edge of the commnutator
segment, and that difference of potential is ordinarily due to self-
induction of the coil and the commutation. The electro-inotive
force of the self-induction is that which produces the discharge.
That electro-motive force can be neutralized in two ways; first,
by the resistance method, by opposing to it a drop of pressure
produced in the toe of the brush producing an electro-miotive
force available for opposing the electro-motive force of self-
induction. The seconid wav is by introducing into the moving
coil under commutation, an E. M. F. induced by magnetic flux.

In some cases that is done by forcing the brushes forward. In
other cases it is done by employing a separate pole, as in the
ityan and Sayers machiines. When you get a sufficient differ-
ence of potential at the point of discharge to obtain a powerful
spark, sulely you are likely to have a sufficient current density at
the edge of the commutator bar to produce this high temperature
and melting and volatilizing. So do not these two effects of
sparking and melting merge together, and shouldn't they be con-
sidered as parts of the samne phenomenon, rather than two separ-
ate phenomena which Mr. Iteid in his paper leads us to suspect.

This interesting method of determining the reactive drop in,
the armature of the maehine described by MIr. Dunn, cannot:
of course, give the reactance of the whole armature, but only the
apparent reactance of the armnature, whlen working as a con-
tinuious current generator, ineluding as AMr. Steinmetz has pointed
out, the variable surface contact resistance under conditions of
vibration and rotation, the conditions of variable surface on the;
brush, anid the conditions of inductance in one coil, as modified
by the local surroundings, sinee if you put the samne armature in-
to the pole-pieces, the apparent inductanee of the coil is liable to
be varied. Buit the method shows how carefully we should dis-
tinguiish between what is commonly called the resistance of the
armature includiing the bruishes, when stationrary, and when run-
ning.

AIR. REID :-In regard to Dr. Kennellv's contention that the
melting would not occur unless there was sufficient eniergy at the
edge of the brush to draw sparks, there was one kind of commu-
tation mnentioned, where there would be no sparking with de-
struction of the cominutator, and on the other hand there was
another where there would be sparking without any injury to the
commutator. The first case was where the entering segment had
a higher current per square inch than the receding one, where
the copper was melted in the front part of the segment and
carried over onto the back. That is where there is no spark.
The comimutator gradually wears away and the spark appears
after a while. Then the other case was where the cnrrent is not
entirely reversed by the time the segment leaves the brush, but
the segment leaves the brush with a small difference of potential,
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and the spark juimips across and does no harm, because the main
part of its energy is dissipated in the air between the segment
and the brush. Unless there is melted copper there through
which to draw an arc, as you do in an arc lainp, no harm will be
done. Tbhat was the principle I brought out, and I think still
that that is a correct one.

AIR. DUNN:-In vindication of my method, the experiments
and the computations also will show that it does not include a
number of uncertain quantities, or quantities of iimportaTlce in
comnparison with the result. Now, in this armature our reactive
drop (which is the difference between the drop when the armatuire
is standing still, and when it is moving) is about two volts. With
carbon brushes in which the variation of contact resistance is
small, the measurdA valueof the reactanee comes out about three-
quarters of the computed value after all allowances have been
made for contact resistance, brush resistance and variation of con-
tact resistance with speed. I think this remarkably close in view
,of the very high frequency whieh introduces uncertain elements
and is a proof of the miiethod.
ME. KENNELLY :-In regard to what Mr. Reid has said, no

doubt it is true when you get sufficient culrrent density at the
edge of the cotnmutator bar you will mellt it, and nio doubt it is
true that when you enter a segment with too nmuch current den-
,sity, you will melt the segment. But when the brush leaves a
bar, if tlhere be any considerable difference of potential between
the two, there will be a spark. The question is, whether so soon
as there is muich spark discharge, there will not also be sufficient
heat to melt the edge of the bar.
MR. REID:-In the case of the Ruhmkorff coil, or any other

coil of that character, you can get sparks all day, and it will not
hurt your points. You can get large sparks, and the points may
be mere needle points, and they will stay there all day. You can
get the same thing, in commutation. You can get sparks going
from the segment to the brush, and provided there is no melted
copper or volatilized copper to formn an arc, you can get sparks all
day that will not lhurt your commrutator. We often have what I
,call the blue spark, and we have it on railway motors all the time,
-I do not mean on all of them, but we have it on railway motors
that will ruin right straight along, year in and year out, with the
spark,-and the commnutator will be just as hard and glossy
as you like. The spark is no indication of injury. The only in-
jury that is done is when the copper is melted before the brush
leaves the segment. We may have any amount of sparking, not
Vicious sparking, however, so long as you please, (I might say, if
it is a blue spark), and it will not injure the coimiiutator.
THE CHAIRMAN:-The best instance of such a harmless spark

is the open coil arc light machine. That machine requires for
stable commiiutation a spark of considerable length, and the spark
runs on all night and day without hurting the commutator, be-
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cause the current is limnited-not sufficient to volatilize the
copper. That brings up another feature, namely, that Mr. Reid's
paper and the whole discussion have dealt with one kind of com-
mutation only, which, however, is not the only kind, because a
very large class of machines, the arc light machines, comrrmutate
in an entirely different manner. With theni it is neither resistance
commutation -nor magnetic commutation, or, as it is perhaps pre-
ferable to call it, nmagnetic field commutation; but a different
phenomenon, which would take too long to discuss here, but
which might very properly form the basis of a separate paper.
It takes place in open coil arc machinies, alternating current recti-
fiers and self-exciting synchronous motors or alternators. Thus,
you see, the commutation discussed in this paper is not the only
kind of conmmutation which exists.
DR. WMii. E. GEYER:-I shouild like to ask the gentlemnen wlho

ihiave discussed this mnatter, whether in their treatment they have
considered another electromotive force which I think has not
been nmentioned. I have reference to thermo-electric electro-
motive force. That we all know is very small, and we ordinarily
despise it. But in this case where the junction of two similar-
metals is at the meltinig point of copper, and the other ends are
relativelv cold, I imagine we might get quantities worth con-
sidering.
THE CHAIRMAN:-1 may answer that question in the negative,

in so far as I cannot see how you can get the effect of thermo-
electromotive force, since lhaving two couples in series, what-
ever electromotive force you get on the positive brusih must be
opposed by an opposite electromotive force at the negative brush,
so the result must be zero, I should think.
DR. GEYER:-I have reference to the action at one of the

brushes, not to the machine as a whole, but to the actions around
a single brush.
THE CHAIRMAN:-I do not know of any tests made in this

respect.
If there is no further discussion orn this subject we will pro-

ceed to the second part of the prograintlme, an exhibition of
" Wireless Telegraphy." But I would suggest that in view of
the very interesting paper, a vote of thanks to MIr. Reid would
be proper.
MR. DUNN:-Mlay I have the pleasure of iyoving a vote of

thanks from the INSTITUTE to Mr. Reid for his very able paper.
TIHE CHAIRMAN :-The motioni is carried. I thanik Mr. Reid

here in the name of the INSTITUTE, for his very interesting and
valuable paper which 1 am sure will be of imnportance and value
in our TRANSACTIONS even after years.
The second part of the programmle is now in order, an exhibi-

tion of "Wireless Telegraphy." I will call iipon Dr. Kennelly
to take the Chair.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

December 15, 1897.

MR. W. J. CLARKE:-MIr. Chairman and gentlemen: hlaving
been requested this evening to give you an exhibition of the Mar-
coni apparatus, I amn pleased to be able to say that I am in a posi-
tion to do so. I tlhink perhaps it might be well to give you a short
explanation of the apparatus which we use. In the first place,
we have here on the front of the base, a Marconi colherer consist-
ing of a small glass tube, fitted with silver plugs connected to
platinum wires at the end. Th-iese plugs are very close together,
about the centre of the tube, the intervening space being filled
in with nickel filings. I have founid that it is entirely unneces-
sary to either exhauist or seal the tube. 1 also find that we can
use almost a-ny kind of mnetal for the filings. When the cohe-
sion is examnined under the imicroscope, I finid that what we have
to provide for is the proper size of the filings, and not the proper
kinid of metal. This coherer is placed in series with this relay
which is of about 1200 ohmDs resistance, and made extrenmely
sensitive, more so than the ordinary AMorse relay. In series
with it, also, are two cells of small dry battery placed in the
base. These are arranged so that we can use either one cell or
two, the object of this being that wheni the cells are new, we can
use only one in order to prevent corrosion of the filinigs where
they cohere. As the cells grow older we simply throw otur a
switch, and use two cells. This sounder is a 20-ohm instrument.
It is placed in multiple with this cohering apparatus consist-
ing of a 20-ohm vibrator placed in the base. The local battery
consists of three cells of dry battery arranged as with the inain
batterv, so that we can either use one, two or three of the cells.
This MTorse key is simply used in order that we may see that the
apparatus is in proper condition. Pressing this key short-eircuits
the coherer. Our transmitter consists of an eight-inch induction
coil. A mnuch smnaller one, though, is all that is necessary for a
short distance. This coil has its secondary terminals connected
with two brass balls, each an ineh and a half in diameter. These
balls are brought into close proximuity, in fact in miost cases touch-
inig two large brass balls, four inches in diameter. The large
balls are securely cernented in the ends of a rubber tube, and the
distance between them on the inside of the tube is about one-
thirty-second of an inchl. The space between the balls in tlie
tube is filled with the purest qualitv of vaseline oil, and the
m--om-lenit that we close the eircuit through the primary of the
coil the electric wvaves generated strike the coherer, the filings.
cohere, and the resistance is sufficiently reduiced to operate the
relay. Sonletiines we have trouble with this particular instru-
inent, not on accouint of the system being imperfect, but on
account of the fact that it is the first piece of portable apparatus
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that I know of built in this country, and of couirse you under-
stand that the first piece of apparatus is liable to imperfection.
I think now that everything is in proper slhape, and I will pro-
ceed to the other room and close the circuit of the primary of
induction coil, andl I thinik vou will see the receiver respond, and
after doing this we will close the doors and work the receiver
through the glass doors.

[Apparatus shown in operation.J
THE CHAIRMAN: L[Dr. KeIinelly]. Gentlemen, you hiave

witnessed an interestinig exhiibitioni, and I am sure that many
muist be desirous of asking Mr. Clarke somne questions upon
the difficulties lie hlas had to encounter in miiaki-ng this instru-
ment, and the various mnatters he lhas found necessary to take
into account. I amn sure that if he is as readv to answer as he has
been ready to describe the apparatus that lhe will respond.

Miu. GANO S. DUNN -I should like to ask wlhether the circuit
remains closed while the shower of sparks is passing, and also,
if Air. Clarke would describe the action of the colherer.

AIR. CLARKE:-It would like to say that with proper adjust-
mient, the circuit remuains closed as long as the primnary circuit of
the inductior coil is closed, and as long as tl-he vibrator of the in-
duction coil is in actioni. Unfortunately the adjustmuent which
we have on our decolheriiig apparatuis in this instrument is not
suifficiently ulnder control, so that I caninot get the fine adjust-
inent necessary for transmitting intelligible AMorse signals, but
this is sirmiplv a question of proper adjiustmnent. Now with re-
gard to the coherer, as I said before, it sirnply consists of two
conductors separated by a very short interval, this space being
filled with metallic filings. The filings are of suchl a size and
the distance apart of the conductors is such, that while the filings
are lying loose, the resistance through the tube is verv hiighi indeed.
BIut the mooment that the filings cohere, the resistance is very
much reduced, so inuchl so that the current in series with the
relay is able to pass to a sufficient extent to operate the relay.
I may say that I have been so very busily engaged in getting a
smnaller and less expensive set of apparatuls readv for the market,
that I have not had an opportunity to experimiienit very largely
with the question of the distance, but I expect during the next
week to be able to accomiplish somethlinig in that direction.

MARE. DUNN:-I have done a good deal of telegraphingf anid am
familiar with the frequency reqnisite to get all the signals in.
For instance, wheni the operator is seniding verv rapidlv, hiis " e"
dot, by the time it reaches the otlher end may be on'ly a very
small fraction of a second. I noticed the frequenev of vour coil
was readily observable, I could almost count it bv beats, and I
wanted to iniquire how long one diseliarge of thie coil would cause
the filings to colhere, and hold the circuit closed.
MR. CLARKE :--The coherer, when in proper slhape, in wvliicl

this hardly is, is so very sensitive that it is not necessary to have
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a vibrator on the coil at all. It is simnply necessar-y to have a
Morse key. The coherei- responds the moinent voui close the
circuit, only in this case, of course, it simply coheres and deco-
heres instantlv, and the circuit of the sounder is closed and
opened.
MR. DUNN:-If when you close your key on the induction coil

that causes the filings to cohere, and then decohere immediately,
your sounder here would make its down click. and be followed by
its up click when the key in the other rootn hias not riseni.

MR. CLARKE :-Yes.
MlR. DUNN:-Then you would have to use some different sys-

tem from the ordinary Mforse for sending.
MR. CLARKE:-No, because when we use the vibrator on the

coil, and everything is in proper adjustment, the filings cohere as
long as our coil is working, and decolhere the moment we stop it
by opening our key.

AIR. DUNN:-The vibrator frequenev is about 800 a minute.

A~~~~

Diagraiii of Marconi Apparatus.

MAR. CLARKE :-Well, I may sav that the coil we are using is
not the coil that we use for quick signaling. We use a Tesla
coil for that purpose, a very higlh-frequency coil.
THE CHAIRMAN:-I might suggest for the benefit of some who

imay not be familiar with the subject, that if you sketch the out-
line of the connection on the board it may help.
MR. CLARKE:-I wvill do that, I might say that at some

future time I would be very glad to show youL the stereopticon
diagrams on the shleet, of the different classes of this apparatus
we are making up. It is a little difficuilt to explain it on the
blackboard, but I will do the best that I can. Hiere we lhave the
coherer A somewhat enlarged. These B B' are the silver plugs.
The filings are between the ends of those plugs. Thle maini bat-
tery B2 is connected to one end of the colherer. The other ter-
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ininal of the battery is connected to one terminal of the 1200-
ohm relay R. The other terminal of the relay is connected to
the coherer. Now when the apparatus is in its nornmal condition,
the relay is so adjusted and the resistance of the filings is such,
that the current from the battery will not pass to a suffici-
ent extent to operate the armature of the relav, but when
the waves from the transmitter strike the filings and they
cohere to each other, and also to the silver plugs, as exami-
nation unider the microscope shows that they do, the resistance
is so reduced as to allow sufficient current to pass from this bat-
tery to operate the relay. The mnoment the relav operates, it
pulls up its arinature, making the contact c. Th-e moment this
contact is nade, the current fromn the local battery L traverses
the wire w to the armature of the relay Ri, from the armature
across the contact to the screw s back to the sounder D and
lback aolain to the batterv. Now onice the filings have responded to
the waves and colhere, they will remain cohering unless we have
some mneans of decohering them. In order to accomnplish this,
we have a vibrating hamnmer wlhieh strikes the tube. This
vibrator is placed in mLultiple circuit with the sounder. They
are both of comnparatively high resistance.

AlR. EDWARD DURANT:-I would like to ask what is the great-
est distance at which you can get communication)?
MR. CLARKE:-I ;ay say that I have inot tried the instru-

nients at very long range. I have not had either the time or the
opportunity. But I understand from the reports coming from
the othier side, that AIr. MLarconi has had no difficulty in trans-
mitting intelligible signals twelve miles.

AIR. MACGREGOR: I should like to ask one or two questions.
The first is,-does it make any difference as to what the relative
position of the tubes containiing the filings is ? Is the position
you have it in all essential ?
MR. CLARKE:--I have not found that it is.
MIR. MIACGREGOR -The second thing I want to ask is, whether

there is any fixed relation between these two pieces of apparatus.
In other words, would anv other induction coil produce the same
effect as this one, or are these two instruments related so as to
formn a pair ? If intelligence transmitted from one piece of appa-
ratus could be read by any one of a hundred iDachines, this method
of telegraphy would have its disadvantages.

MIR. CLARKE:-In the first place, I lhave not found using the
short ranges over which I have tried the apparatus, that it inakes
any difference in what position either the receiVer or transmnitter
is placed. In regard to their being anv tune, as we max call it,
between the transmitter and receiver, I may say that Marconi
clairms that it is absolutely necessary to have the transnmitter and
the receiver in what we might call synchronism. In order to
acconplish thlat, he takes two strips of copper, each about half
an inc!il in width, and attaches thetn to the eud of his tube, one-
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on each end. These strips of copper he claims have been short-
ened or lengthened in accordance with the frequency of our
transmitting apparatus. In order to ascertain what is the proper
length, he takes a piece of glass and pastes upon it a strip of tin
foil about half an inch in width, and two or three feet in length.
He divides this strip in the centre with a very sharp knife. He
sets his transmitter in a dark room and places this testing appa-
ratus in front of it, at a few yards distant. He operates his
transmitter, and when he does so, the same as in the experiments
of Hertz, he notices small sparks passing across between the di-
vided tin foil. He moves his tester further from the transmitter
until the sparks enitirely disappear. Then he cuts off, say half
an ineh, from each end of his tin foil and immiiediately the sparks
reappear. He goes further, until the sparks disappear again,
and he keeps on cutting down eaclh end of his tin foil, until he
finds that he is working in the other direction, and that if he
cuts it any more, he simnply has to go back closer to the coil in
order that the sparks at this point will reappear. Then he finds
he lhas got the proper length. Accordingly, he cuts what he calls
the wings of the coherer nearly the sanme length as these two
pieces of tin foil. I may say that in the comnparatively small
distance over whichl I have tried the apparatus, I have not found
it necessary to have any wings on the tube at all, or that it is
necessary to have the apparatus in any kind of synchrolism, I
find that somne recent writers in the London Electrician bear me
out in this. I see it stated that in one of the exhibitions given
bv Mlr. Mlarconi, or some of his associates, that in order to show
how readily the waves would go througlh a piece of iron, the
coherer was placed in ain iron box, and in order to place it there,
it was necessary to remove the wings, but the coherer responded
just the samne.

D-R. SAM'L SHELDON:-I would like to ask if it is essential that
you should have silver for the two electrodes.

MR. CLARKE:-The only object, as far as I can see, is simply
to keep the points of contact clean.
DR. SHELDON:-Then the object of a vacuum would oe to pre-

vent the silver fromn oxidizing.
MR. CLxARKE:-Yes, and I may say in this connection too, that

experimnents have been tried with putting the filings in hyidrogen
gas, but it was fouind that they speedily became too hright and
clean, so much so that they cohered all the tinme. If the filings
are examnined under a microscope and time waves are acting upon
them, it will be noticed that the moment they decohere You will
see little bright spots where the particles of metal have been
touching each other. Those bright spots rapidly disappear.

MAim. C. T. CHILDD:-I would like to ask if that decoherer is in
the nature of an electro-magnetic vibrator.
MR. CLARKE -Yes.
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AMR. CHILD:-How do you shield the coherer from the waves
sent out from that instrument?
MR. CLARKE :-We do not find that it affects themn in the

least.
MIR. CHILD:-I should think that those waves would affect it.
MR. CLARKE :-Well, -Mr. Marconi claims that it does. I

have not found any effect at all. Perhaps it is because I have
guarded against that by cutting down the sparks at the contact
with resistance coils, and also placing a resistance across the ter-
minals of all the magnets.
A MEMBER:-I fanev that the resistance must be very low

with those metal filings there, so low that the variation miust be
very sinall as we find at once in telephone experiments where we
use metal filings. AMay I ask what the resistance is of that
coherer?

!IR. CLARKE:-I may say that although I have the facilities,
I have not had the timl-e to make a tlhorough test in that direc-
tion and I can only guess at what the resistanjce really is. I
expect very shortly to devote very conisiderable time in making
a thorough test.
THE CHAIRMIAN :- It is very high, isn't it ?
MIR. CLARKE :-I hardly think so, because you will see we have

a resistance in the relay of 1200 ohms, and one cell of dry bat-
tery is all that we require to operate it. In fact if we use silver
filings it is difficult to get them to decohere enough to interrupt
the flow of current. I should have stated that silver is the onlv
metal I have found that is too sensitive.

AIR. WINTRINGHAM:-HOW SO?
MIR. CLARKE :-If we use silver filinigs wN-e find it almost iun-

possible to adjust the apparatus so that the eircuit will remnain
open and then close when the waves strike it. Silver filinigs are
so very clean and bright, that they for.m a very low resistance
across the plugs in the tube, mnuch lower than nickel or any other
metal that I have tried. I have not tried gold or any imetal of
that kind. I do not know how they would act.
THE CHAIRMANN:-If there are no further questions, I feel

sure that you will endorse my recommendation that a vote of
thanks be extended to Mir. Clarke for his kindness in exhibiting
the apparatus, and in so patiently answering all our questions
prompted by a very natural curiosity. I need hardly put that to
vote. I think I amn jLustified in extending that vote of thanks.
MR. ALBON MAN :---Wi1l the gentleman answer one question ?

The origin of waves seems to be provided for between the large
balls in the rubber tubes. Why are not other waves gen-
erated between the sniall balls and the large ones, or are they
generated, and do they have the same effect as the ones in the
tuibe? I uinderstand that sparks pass between the terminals of
the small balls and the large ones.
Mu. CLARKE:--Yes.
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MR. MAN :--Are they not a source of electrical waves ?
MR. CLARKE:-In regard to that I can hardly say; I have not

experimented far enough. AMr. MNfarconi claims that it is neces-
sary not only to use two balls four inches in diameter in the tube,
but also use the other balls of the same size. Now I find that
over the short distance that I have worked the apparatus, it is
not necessary even to have the small balls at all. All that is
necessary is to connect the terminals of the coil to the large balls,
and I have used a coil of only one inch spark capacity. I feel
quite positive that a coil of that size is all that is necessary for
transmitting this distance.

MIR. MLAN:-I would like to know also if the diamneter of the
large ball and its mass, is a necessity to the transmission of the
waves, or the production of the waves. Has the mass of the
balls anyvthing to do with the force of the waves?

AMR. CLARKE:-I can on1ly say in regard to that, that I have
followed Mr. Mlarconi's experiments very closely. I have only
so far construieted a transmitter with the four iiich solid brass
balls. Marconi claims that it is absolutely necessary to have
solid balls for long distance transmission, and that with hollow
balls, the distance over which we transmit will be less than half.
My own impression is, that hollow brass spheres filled with lead,
or other inexpensive metal, wouild be just as good, and we are
going to experiment with that shortly, and also with the smaller
spheres, on accouint of the larger sphl-eres being very expensive
and very heavy.
MR. MAN:-llertz found his electrical waves produced as

readily fromn small balls, or even any kind of a spark as from
larger masses. It was for that reason that I asked the question.

AIR. CLARKE:-Knowing the results of the experiments of
Hertz, I am of the opinion myself that the size and mass of the
ball does not make the difference that is claimed for it, and for
that reason we are going to experimnent in order to determine
that aceirately.
MR. HAMBLET -I move a vote of thanks to Mr. Clarke for

the very interesting exhibition that he has given us this evening.
[The motion was carried, and the meeting adjourned.]
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